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PANTOMIME IN PORTRUSH
(by John Moore)
The year was 1952; television was still only in black and white; worse still we had no choice as to which channel to
watch as there was only the BBC: even then programmes were generally only available from 5 to 11 o’clock. Portrush
still had two fine cinemas, the Picture House and the Majestic and dancing could be
enjoyed at Barry’s by those with the necessary skills. December was a long, dark and
usually dreary, cold month but this December would be different: history was about to
be made!
Earlier that year Holy Trinity Church found themselves to be short of funds to support
some of their Sunday School activities so an enterprising group of church members came
up with the idea of putting together a drama group who would stage a Pantomime that
Christmas. Thus was born the Ballywillan Drama Group.
Fast forward to 18th December 1952 and Curtain Up on Red Riding Hood, with a cast of 17 actors and 18 dancers and
chorus. Written and produced by Cecil Burleigh and O’Hara Logan the show brought a shaft of brilliant light to local
audiences just before Christmas. Colourful costumes, scenery and lighting, all the traditional pantomime characters:
fun and laughter, a baddie in the shape
of The Wicked Wolf who could be booed
every time he appeared and a Fairy
Queen to defeat him; add to all these a
bit of romance and you’ve got a
traditional Pantomime. The first
production was a great success and the
Sunday School finances increased by the
then not niggardly sum of £70!
1953 was the Coronation year of Queen
O’Hara Logan
Cecil Burleigh

Elizabeth II and the group decided to

stage a Revue of five scenes portraying a tour of the Empire which took
audiences to India, Australia, Canada, West Indies and London. If only India had

known they might have objected as they had gained their independence in 1947!
1954 saw the return of Pantomime with the classic Cinderella which proved so popular that the original four day run
had to be extended by two days. Followed in 1955 by Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves the group had now established
themselves and the tradition of Pantomime in Portrush. Subsequent years saw the annual run lengthening to
accommodate the demand for tickets.
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Famous names from those early days include Audrey Logan as Principal Boy
for seven consecutive years, Jack Magill as a never to be forgotten Dame: he
played the part on ten occasions, Lindsay Walters, who also choreographed
the senior chorus for two years, Victor & Rossi Duke, John Fleming and Lee
Alcorn who made regular appearances with John having a fine singing voice
and Lee being a popular “crooner”.

Jim Hall & Rossi Duke

Dorothy Maxwell & John Fleming

Lee Alcorn
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Victor Duke & Sylvia Hartley

Finales became works of art under the guiding hands of Peter and Derek Ross and they grew in brightness,
extravagance and glitter each year. In later years it was said that the lights of Portrush dimmed when Peter switched
on the finale each evening!

The cast of Babes In The Wood 1960
The 1970’s and 80’s saw a new generation taking on the mantle. Jennifer Diamond, Dawn Daly, Rodney and Geoffrey
Magee, Jimmy Arnott, Joe McClelland and, of course, the inimitable Alan McFadden and the never to be forgotten
Russel Gault.

Jennifer Diamond & Dawn Daly

Geoffrey Magee, John McConaghy & Jimmy Arnott
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Russell Gault & Joe McClelland

Stage extension for The Pied Piper of Hamelin

The latter part of the 1980’s into the 1990’s saw stage sets designed by J Moore becoming more solid with a stage
extension gradually worked its way in front of the curtains and across to the side wall of the auditorium and solid
buildings appearing on stage instead of backcloths. Ballywillan’s 1990 production of The Pied Piper of Hamelin
proved to be their last in the Town Hall as Coleraine Council were forced to close the building due to its dilapidated
and unsafe condition brought on by many years of neglect by that council and its predecessors.
Ballywillan Drama Group found a new home in Waterworld where they had to create a theatre within the Piazza
area. A stage was built with structures to support scenery, lighting and curtains, access for actors was created
backstage and seating was provided for their audiences. A tremendous task which required ingenuity and hard work;
and in this year at least a firm of professional stage
and equipment builders: but, as has often been said
“the show must go on”: and go on it did! Cinderella
played to full houses in January 1991. Thereafter the
group built their own stage and associated structures
which was of great credit to them. This new venue
required a re-think on scenery: for 38 years the group
had relied on backcloths rolled up and down as
required but now this was no longer possible. Their
veteran Producer and Director Brian Logan B.E.M.
designed new sets that overcame the problem and
Principal Cast of Ali Baba & the Forty Thieves

allowed pantomime to continue in Waterworld until
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1995. Aladdin in 1995 was to be Ballywillan Drama Group’s last pantomime: during that year they decided to make
the move from Pantomime to Musicals. They produced their first musical Oliver in January 1996 and continue to this
day, now in the Riverside Theatre, Coleraine, to produce high quality shows.
A perusal of old programmes and Rodney Byrne’s excellent book “Look Behind You – 50 Years of The Ballywillan
Drama Group, Portrush” shows both the involvement of generations of the same families and the progression of
individuals from Fairies, chorus or dancers to Principal Boy, Principal Girl and other major parts. Some people appear
for two or three years, others stayed a lifetime. The same is true for those behind the scenes be-it making costumes,
building scenery, lighting the show, prompting or staffing the box office. The names Logan, Moore, Haslam,
McFadden, Byrne, McClelland, Magee, Kane, Gibbons and Clements are but few that spring to mind.
To many people, both local and from far afield, January 1996 was lacking something: snow, ice, storms? No, there
was no pantomime in Portrush for the first time in over 40 years!
Portrush Townhall re-opened after major refurbishment in 2005 but by then pantomime had been absent from the
town for 10 years and so it would continue until 2016.
For some time an undercurrent of desire to see Pantomime return to Portrush, and especially to its natural home –
The Town hall, had been growing and in 2015 this became a real possibility. A group of friends brought together the
Portrush community to test the waters for interest in resurrecting pantomime in the town. The response was

Main cast from The Wizard of Oz
positive and Portrush Theatre Company was duly formed. Work went ahead to put together all the necessary
elements of script, cast, dancers, chorus, sets, stage team, make-up, costumes, etc. from scratch. This they achieved
and in January 2016 very successfully staged Cinderella, the classic Pantomime story, and a fitting one for a new
group who also achieved “riches from rags”.
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Growing annually from strength to strength through Dick
Whittington, Ali Baba & the Forty Thieves, The Wizard of Oz and
Puss In Boots this young theatre company entertained large
audiences from far and wide. Pantomime was most assuredly
back on the menu in Portrush. Under the guiding hand of
Director Andy Byrne (and for Dick Whittington, with Andy Porter)
the cast, many of them new to the stage, brought a wonderful
show to the Town Hall stage each January. Portrush Theatre
Company brought together young and old from all parts of our
Ali Baba & the Forty Thieves

community: some were “old hands” with previous experience,

Principal cast from Puss In Boots
others were rookies, sometimes thrown in at the deep end. Everyone pulled together to make the shows successful.
The measure of that success was evident in 2020 when with Puss In Boots all the tickets sold out before the show
had even opened. To have the Town Hall auditorium reverberate to laughter, songs and music was itself a delight to
many people. A tradition has been revived in Portrush and we hope it continues for many years to come.
Offstage: Oh no it won’t!
Onstage: Oh Yes It Will!

Our thanks to John for this excellent contribution to our Heritage Newsletters.
January 23rd 2021
The author is most grateful to Mr Rodney Byrne for granting permission to use his excellent book “Look Behind You, 50 Years of
the Ballywillan Drama Grou,p Portrush” as a reference work and to reproduce some photographs from it.
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